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SEARCH AT PINE FLAT CAMPGROUND, JUNE 7-8, 2013
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Almost twelve years ago, law enforcement officers were called to the campground because of the disturbance
at an informal camp beyond the official campground. (This area is no longer open for camping.) Three adults
were arrested on drug charges. A teenage male was reported to have fled the scene but it was a couple of
years before a missing persons report was filed. Detective John Krempa has recently been working on this
cold case, interviewing the adults who were at the scene and checking records; there is no indication that the
missing young man ever used his own name for a replacement driver’s license or other official document nor
did he ever claim the cash he left at the campsite. Det. Krempa asked Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue
Unit to search the rough terrain around Pine Flat for possible evidence that the teenager never left that property but met with some accident and died there.
Several members reserved campsites for June 7; Danny took
his rig up on Friday afternoon and started organizing space;
Mike towed the Command Post trailer after he got off work;
the K9 teams—hoping to work in the evening and early morning to avoid the hottest part of the day—and several other
members also arrived. And of course the date we had set several weeks in advance because it would fit between our many
specific training commitments turned out to be “Free Day in
the Parks,” so there were plenty of people wondering why all
our orange shirts were roaming the area. All three of the certified K9 Cadaver teams worked…much longer than the cool
Not often available, but a sturdy anchor for rappelling parts of the day. We also had a technical team working the
to check steep terrain.
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dangerously steep area above the river on Saturday, rappelling down and penduluming to examine as much of the ravines as possible, and two foot teams searching terrain that stretched from
bog to very steep. Don and Everett used their ATVs to transport teams to the assigned search
areas when possible.
Several of our members had talked with experienced people about the likely condition of a human body that had been exposed for that length of time. The opinions varied, but were mostly
saying that there were too many variables (location, amount of exposure to the weather, whether accessible to animals, etc.) to know…but that there might be literally nothing visible by now.
In addition, the search areas were so brushy that evidence would not be easily visible. The dogs
did all respond in one area—not to the visible pieces of bone, which were apparently from nonhuman animals, but to the ground.
Detective John Krempa was the I.C. and Sheriff Ben Roeber spent much of the day with us.
Boise County’s Deputy Coroner also was on scene part of the day. Dan Scovel was O.L., Danny Cone was Planning Officer and Charlotte Gunn handled communications. Other IMSARU
members participating included Dominic Ali, Jeff Ball, Chris Brookman, Delinda Castellon,
Francisco Castellon, Moises Chavez, John Ferguson, Don Fridrich, Julie Gibson with K9 Libby, Jake Gillis, Mike Johnson, Amanda Leader, Gail Long, Ross Mackintosh, Anthony Mascola, Dell McNees, Owen Miller, Ann Moser with K9 Watson, Jacob Robinson, Jamie Simpson
with K9 Yoki, Dodi Swift, Greg Weber, Jon Wheless, Tom Wheless and Everett Wood.
Special thanks to Rod Knopp, Dan Scovel and Kris Scovel for all their pre-planning. (Kris was
unable to attend because of a family emergency but her preliminary work helped all of us.)
Note to the new members who were on their first mission: The terrain isn’t always this challenging; the sun isn’t always this hot; and yes, it is more exciting when you find the subject and
learn that you probably saved his/her life. On the other hand, you got a real introduction to the
world of SAR and you handled it well.

RIGGING FOR RESCUE SEMINAR, APRIL 27-MAY 3, 2013
--OWEN MILLER
Rigging for Rescue is an intense, 65-hour rope rescue seminar. This course was hosted at the
Ouray Mountain Rescue facility in beautiful Ouray, CO. For those not familiar with Ouray, it
is a historic mining town nestled in a valley surrounded by 13,000+ peaks in the Rocky
Mountains, about 100 miles south of Grand Junction. The weather during the week of the
course ranged from 75⁰ and sunny to 36⁰ and snowing. There were twelve participants: four
members of Everett Mountain Rescue (Everett, WA), two members of Cascade Medical
(Leavenworth, WA), two members of Tip Top SAR (Pinedale, WY), two members of Vail
Fire Department (Vail, CO), one member of Organ Mountain Technical Rescue Squad (Las
Cruces, NM) and myself from IMSARU.
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The instructor-level course covered topics such as: Safety Factors, Rescue Safety (Belay) Systems, Anchor Points and Systems, Pulley Systems (simple, compound and complex), Friction in
Ropework including theoretical applications of friction coefficients, Command and Communication, Scene Size-up and Systems Planning, Rope Elongation Properties and Considerations,
and Basic Ropework Physics and Vectors.
We spent the first day entirely in the classroom with a combination of lecture, demonstration,
review of drop tower test data and videos. Each day following had less and less class time and
more time spent in the field practicing the techniques taught in the classroom.
Field sessions consisted of: Personal ascending and descending skills on rope (including knot
passes on descent and ascent); Anchor setup (using rock climbing protection pieces, vegetation
and rock mass); Proper Operation and Technique of various belay devices; Standard High Angle Lower and Raises both with and without a litter; Construction and use of an Artificial High
Directional (Arizona Vortex Tripod); Natural High Directionals; Moderate Slope 3-Attendant
embankment rescue, including knot
passes on main and belay systems
and multi-pitch transition stations;
Patient Pickoffs in a lowering mode
(“B.C. Pickoff”) and rappel-based
mode (“Panorama Pickoff”); and a
Guiding Line aerial ropeway suspension across a canyon with moderate slope runout at the base
(including force vector analysis,
operation considerations, and communications).
The skills taught in the course are
very applicable to IMSARU’s technical rescue operations. IMSARU
already employs many of the techniques and equipment to some extent. The chance to spend a week
of focused training on the subject
matter and bring it back to share
with the rest of IMSARU’s Tech
Team will improve the efficiency
of our future operations as well as
prepare the team for this fall, when
we will be tested for reaccreditation
by the Intermountain Region of the
MRA in the summer Rock Rescue
discipline.
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TRACKERS HAVE BEEN TRACKING
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Members of the Mantracking Team have been trying to get back on schedule with twicemonthly practice sessions for all interested IMSARU members, and it worked for a while: On
April 3, Kris Scovel set tracks in Rocky Canyon and learned where the line is between public
and unmarked private property. On April 17, with the help of Joel Munn, Abigail Munn, Diane
Mathews and some five-toe shoes, I set up a scenario at the end of Vallejo Road for the certified trackers as well as some novice tracks for others. And on May 1, Jimmie Yorgensen gave
us a great chance to work on aging, having laid parallel tracks for four days in a row at Avimor
so we could compare the vegetation and soil appearance over time. Then life got busy.
A few members of Malheur County (OR) SAR had attended an introduction to tracking that
Jimmie, George and I presented at their Eastern Oregon SARCON a couple of years ago. Having come over to some of our training sessions, including the In-House Class at Grayback
Gulch last year, they invited us to present an intro class on their home grounds. Jimmie, Kris,
Dan Scovel and I went over to Bully Creek Campground, west of Vale, on Friday, May 3 to set
some lines of sign and arrange our instructional setup. The class then ran all day and into dark
on Saturday plus Sunday morning; some seventeen students (including IMSARU’s Gail Long
and Greg Weber) attended parts or all of the training…and we instructors came home five
pounds heavier after all the great food that Malheur County supplied.
We returned home on Sunday afternoon, did laundry and repacked on Monday, and left on
Tuesday to drive to Ellensburg WA for the JHPTS class at the WASARCON. Kris and Dan
were instructors at this class; Linda Kearney, Alisa Rettschlag and I were students. Having attended multiple JHPTS classes at multiple WASARCONs (which are hosted by a different
county each year), I packed my raingear and we three students rented a motel room rather than
tent in the rain. Ha! Not only was it sunny, but the temperature hit the high 90s each day. The
field work was in a cow pasture some twelve miles out of town; the cows and calves allowed us
to use their pasture but had no hesitation in parading through our track area before, during and
after the track-laying. Oh, did I mention the ticks and the odor of the dead cow near the parking area? It was a very challenging class, which means we learned more than we would have
with sign easier to follow.
After almost three weeks at home, we headed off to Fairfield, where Blaine County SAR was
again hosting a JHPTS class at the Intermountain Christian Camp outside of town. This time,
Dan, Kris, Gail, Jimmie, Linda and I were all students. (JHPTS instructors are required to attend a class each year as students, to keep building their skills.) The weather was much more
cooperative; the sign lines were challenging; the camp facilities were very comfortable with
individual rooms and indoor bathrooms. It is always a pleasure to see old friends and meet new
ones who share our excitement about tracking.
Now maybe we will get back on schedule with our local training on two Mondays per month.
We have already missed the first one in June because of our busy weekend searching at Pine
Flat and a family emergency for the person setting it up, but pretty soon now….
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MISSING COUPLE AT ELKHORN YURT – APRIL 27, 2013
--CHARLOTTE GUNN
Sometime during the night of Friday, April 26, someone (family member or friend?) received a phone
call from a couple who were headed in to spend the weekend in the Elkhorn Yurt, which is located on
a trail off of Banner Summit. The caller stated that they were lost in the dark and unable to find the
yurt. This report reached the Boise County Sheriff’s Office on the afternoon of April 27, with no
known explanation of the delay. However, the S.O. called IMSARU and the info included that the
female of the couple was very overweight and had had open-heart surgery a week earlier [!!!]
Seventeen of our members, including K9 handlers who had been training at Robie Creek when paged,
responded to Banner Summit, where snow conditions on the trail to Elkhorn Yurt allowed travel only
by foot. A Forest Service officer who had been closer to the scene was already on his way in to check
the yurt and reported he should be on scene within twenty minutes, so our team waited at the trailhead and prepared to hit the ground as soon as they received his report.
The report was that the couple were at the yurt, comfortable and unharmed. The woman’s heart surgery had been a year earlier (not a week) and we received no explanation of why the “lost” report was
never rescinded.
IMSARU members responding were Moises Chavez, Don Fridrich, Jake Gillis, Mike Johnson, Linda
Kearney, Tom Kearney, Amanda Leader, Gail Long, Ross Mackintosh, Brian Mitchell, Ann Moser,
David Oren, Gregg Rettschlag, Jamie Simpson, Jen Skeldon, Tom Wheless and Jimmie Yorgensen.
Rod Knopp handled in-town coordination with an assist from Charlotte Gunn.

K-9 TEAMS ADD CERTIFICATIONS
Barb Clark and Raffey recently certified as a FEMA Type 1 Disaster Search Team. (This was published with photos in the on-line version for March-April but omitted from our hard copy because of
an argument between the computer and the editor.)
Julie Gibson and Libby certified in Human Remains Detection with the National Search Dog Alliance.
Linda Kearney and Cayenne certified with Tri-States K9 in Cadaver 1 (beginning level). They are
also certified in area scent.
Ann Moser and Cricket certified with Tri-States K9 in Cadaver 1. (Ann also handles Watson, who is
certified in both area search and cadaver.)
Jamie Simpson and Yoki certified with Tri-States K9 in Cadaver 2 (advanced). They are also certified in area search.
CONGRATULATIONS, K9 TEAM!
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IT’S CORN BOOTH TIME AGAIN, AUGUST 16-25
This is where we typically earn about half our annual budget, so it is very important. The actual Western Idaho Fair opens on Friday, August 16, but there is a lot of preliminary work before
that date. Some of the dates are listed on the calendar, but newer members may not be aware
of the work involved:
We already have signed a contract with the Fair Board, and made commitments to some of our
suppliers; others will be arranged within a month.
Carolyn Lyon is again scheduling the workers—members, families (including teenage children), friends, neighbors. If you ask people, you will be surprised how many think this is a
great opportunity to experience the Fair in a different way. We depend on and greatly appreciate the community volunteers who help us year after year.
Contact Carolyn at
clyon87@gmail.com or sign the schedule at a meeting to volunteer for as many shifts as you
can handle. If you are 62 or older, please tell Carolyn so that we can buy the cheaper Senior
entry tickets for you. Some of the specialty groups (tech team, K9 team) are volunteering together for a particular evening.
We will be pulling the Corn Booth parts out of storage and cleaning them on July 30, loading
everything on August 6, and setting up the actual booth on August 10 (and August 11 if not yet
finished).
Danny Cone is shopping for the replacement propane water heater, and will again supervise the
setup of the booth, but it takes a lot of people to turn those wall panels, roof supports, white
tents, and a truckload of equipment into a fully functioning food booth.
We are obligated to be ready to sell from noon until 11 p.m. every day except the final Sunday,
when the Fair closes at 9 p.m. Those who work the morning shift go early to set up for the
day, get the water boiling and the first batch of corn shucked. Those who work the evening
shift may sell later than 11 p.m. if there are still hungry fair-goers, and there is a fair amount of
cleanup that absolutely has to be done each night. There will always be experienced personnel
on the shifts to teach newcomers what to do and how to do it.
This project generates a lot of corn shucks and we hope someone will arrange to have them
used for livestock feed or compost rather than putting them in the dumpster. Volunteers?
Sound like a lot of work? It is. It is also a chance to work with good people, enjoy the Fair
sights and activities before or after your shift, eat lots of unhealthy treats, and know you have
helped IMSARU be financially stable for another year of service.
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THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU!
We have received generous cash donations from the following individuals and organizations:
Mountain West Outdoor Club

Albert and Sandra Thomas

Hewlett-Packard Employees Barbara Poston and Kurt Ostwinkle
Hewlett-Packard’s Company Match Foundation

John Shilt

The Bill & Jackie Clark Memorial Foundation

Scentsy, Inc.

We also appreciate the donation of a bike rack from B.S.U. that has been placed at our Rescue
Compound for use by members who travel by bicycle to meetings and other activities.

And especially, we thank Xerox Corporation and Dell McNees for printing this
newsletter for us!
Idaho Mountain Search and Rescue Unit, Inc. is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation. All our
members are unpaid volunteers; we have no paid staff and we never charge the people whom
we are called to help. We depend heavily on donations, grants and fundraising projects such as
our Corn Booth at the Western Idaho Fair to maintain our vehicles and equipment and to keep
our organization functioning.

ANOTHER NON-TRADITIONAL ANCHOR: IMSARU members preparing a multi-point sagebrush anchor. Pull tests were conducted earlier in the day and the students learned just how strong
sagebrush can be.
—Photo by D. Swift
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Additional Photos

Search Team in action at Pine Flats

Searching Steep Terrain at Pine Flats
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